
Philosophy Meeting# EIA
⇐ what -

s the nature of (sensory) perception?
Note In our discussion " perception" refers to conscious perception .

Some experiments have shown that there is certainly an
unconscious as feet of perception . for example, in one
experiment, images were flashed to test participants on
a screen

, but when they were flashed quickly enough, the
participants reported not seeingany picture whatsoever .
However, whenthey asked participants to guess (multiple
choice) what the picture was, their guesses were very
above- average . This shows that they were processing
the image and

isensed" it on some level
,
but not

consciously . we wouldn't say that they had ' perceived
"

the image .
We considered a few different philosophical motels of
perception and critiqued each of them .

NAiVEREAUSM_: the idea that perception is a two-way
relation directly between reality and the perceiver, without
mediation or interference

.

This one has some obvious problems :
↳ breams and hallucinations don't necessarily correspond to
anything in the real world outside of ourselves↳ Luke said that our memory of past perceptions aremalleableand suggestible (but this has more to do with money than procter)( Agastya pointed out that our brains often impose interpretations
on what we see (like seeing electrical sockets as faces)( optical illusions give us incorrect information about reality↳
we aren't getting a complete picture of reality - for example,
we can only see a small sliver of all weavelengths of light →



-

Here's a theory that seems slightly better :
0RECtREAUS sensory perception is a " tatter

" between
the perceiver and reality, and this data can be incomplete
Agastya criticizes this because the term

" Tata
"

or
" Tata transfer"

might not be very well - defined
There are some other problems with this theory :
↳ dreams and hallucinations are still unexplained . . . where

does the Tata " for those experiences come from ?[
Agastya remarked that oneear picture an image described
verbally by someone else, and this causes sensory perception
without any real - world data source . ( However, it's unclear( whether just imagining a face counts as i perceiving

" it)
Agastya's electric socket as face problem (otherwise known
as PARANOIA) is still unaccounted for[
we might explain optical illusions by saying that the Tata we
receive is thawed "

,
but isn't the flaw in our brains

,
not

reality & the data source itself ?(
consite the 'blind spot" illusion in which the brain

"

fills in"
what we expect to see (which mate Shan Shar very upset) .
Our brain sometimes just mad update !

Next up Is a better (but still problematic theory :
Empire: perception is a two - step process - first, we take
in raw sensory Tata , and then we make inferences based on
that data

.
Sometimes these inferences are incorrect Kas inthe

'
-blind spot" illusion) .

↳



Some issues :
Ls it still doesn't seem to explain dreams or hallucinations. However,

Luke suggested that dreams mightbe produced when the brain[ continues to process and make inferences on old Tata .
"

Perception
" refers to conscious experience, butwe tout necessarily

ever get to experience the raw data . For example, our brainautomaticallyemphasizes faces for us (when this doesn't happen, it's
called prosopagnosia - look it up !) and fills in stuff that it
expects to bethere , and ie have no conscious choice in
the matter. foranother example, look up the mo2YN
PRo8V

.

Here is another theory :
INTENTIONAllen : we never get to actually perceive the raw
Seetathat comes from the world ; our unconscious processing
pre - loots it with meaning + interpretations before we
consciously experience it . This is why weaint look at a faceart not think of it as a face .
Afew problems with this theory :
↳ it might be fallacious to separate the brain into "conscious

"

art "unconscious" processes, given how little we know about
consciousness and how complex the brain is .[
Evisuth , it is possible to perceive without pre- interpretation,
e.g .
in people with prosopagnosia or congenitally blind people

that regain their sight . However, ft's just not normals .

↳



There is one moretheory, but it's not very useful for simplifyingperception into a single intuitive motel .
F-voutsoNAR.TT#oRY- : our perception is just the result of
a big mishmash of evolved machinery (think " spaghetti ate'Dthat got piled on over thousands and thousands of years . There

may not be any rhyme or reason to it .


